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Developing a Product-Service System through a Productisation Strategy: A Case from the 3PL Industry

A Product-Service System (PSS) is created by combing a tangible product and an intangible service into one integrated offering. Thus, a PSS can be achieved by a production company adding intangible services to a product using a servitization strategy. Or, by a service company adding a tangible product to a service by means of a productisation strategy. The focus of this paper is on the latter. Our work demonstrates a significant gap in the literature in this area. To address this, we adapt an existing PSS conceptual framework provided by Oliva and Kallenberg (2003) as a means to identify the driving and restraining forces considered by a service company as it explored the possibility of pursuing a PSS productisation strategy. The conceptual framework is applied in an exploratory case study with a 3PL service provider. Application of the framework reveals new driving and restraining forces not previously discussed in the literature. Furthermore, it allows a preliminary quantification of the driving and restraining forces using a force field analysis approach (Lewin, 1951). Our work contributes towards the expansion of the empirical knowledge base in the area of PSS.
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1. Introduction

The commercial attractiveness of PSS is particularly relevant for manufacturing companies, as adding a service component to their production offering has been found to bring more sustainable competitive advantages (Kandampully, 2002) and higher margins (Liu et al. 2014; Mont, 2002a). Case studies on Xerox (Rothenberg, 2007; White et al. 1999), IBM (White et al. 1999) and Rolls Royce (Baines et al. 2007; Spring and Araujo, 2009) have demonstrated the financial benefits of integrating services with a production offering through a strategy of servitization. However, despite the apparent commercial attractiveness of such strategies, many organisations struggle to successfully implement them (Coreynen et al. 2017), a problem referred to as the “service paradox” (Gebauer et al. 2005).

As the aforementioned research illustrates, most PSS research to date has focused on production companies adding services to create a PSS. Evans et al. (2007) go as far as to argue that production companies should be at the heart of any PSS.

However, illustrated using Tukker’s PSS framework (Figure 1), PSS can be achieved either through a servitisation strategy (adding services to a production offering) or a productitisation strategy (adding tangible products to a service offering). This highlights that PSS is achievable for both production and service companies.
To date however, there has been very little work on productisation strategies (Harkonen et al. 2015; Leoni, 2015) and case learning of productisation is not well documented (Chattopadhyay, 2012). Moreover, most literature related to productisation is found among business practitioner magazines and not discussed explicitly in the academic literature (Harkonen et al. 2015). It is this gap in the academic literature that motivated this research, leading us to specifically address the topic of PSS productisation strategies in this paper.

Such research is timely, as examples exist of service companies adding tangible products to create a commercially viable PSS. Consider Amazon’s success in developing a PSS by starting with a service offering (web shop) and then adding a physical product (Kindle), or Google’s attempt to develop self-driving cars and mobile phones. In addition to these two industry cases, there are growing calls in the literature for more practical examples of, and empirical research related to, productisation strategies (Harkonen et al. 2015; Leoni, 2015).

Specifically this paper addresses the following research question:
What are the relevant driving and restraining forces for a service company to add physical products to their offering to create a PSS?

The terms driving and restraining forces are deliberately selected to make use of the terminology of force field theory (Burnes and Cooke, 2013; Lewin, 1951; Swanson and Creed, 2014). These terms are discussed in more detail in later sections.

To address the aforementioned research question, the remainder of this paper is structured into six sections. The next section provides details on the research methodology used. Section 3 contains the results of a literature review carried out to bring together existing knowledge related to the research question. Section 4 provides the empirical findings generated from an exploratory case study. The overall conclusions drawn from the research are provided in section 5, with the research limitations acknowledged in section 6. We conclude with section 7, which provides avenues for further research in the area of PSS productisation.

2. Methodology

In this section we explain the overarching methodology used in this paper. Separate sub-sections provide details on the method used to select and review existing literature, to develop the conceptual framework and to collect data in the case company, hereafter referred to as the CasComp.

The overall methodology applied in this paper is pictorially presented in Figure 2. The boxes in the figure provide the steps applied, with each one expanded upon in the following sub-sections.
2.1 Literature Review

To ensure we collected a broad view of the existing literature, we searched the term “PSS” and “Product-Service System” (in titles, keywords and abstracts) in three separate search engines: Google Scholar, Research Gate and EBSCO Discovery Service (EDS). We selected Google Scholar, as this would give us the broadest net of papers to research the key terms. We used Research Gate as it contains a large number of conference papers and would ensure we captured the most recent thinking on the subject. And finally we used EDS as a way to identify high quality, peer reviewed papers. Only papers that included at least one of the aforementioned search terms was included in our research.

This initial search generated a large number of results. To reduce the number of papers, the additional keywords “productisation” and “productization” were first added.
to the search criteria to identify papers on these specific topics. This generated only a small number of papers. Next, we expanded the search, and looking at both production and service companies, we aimed to identify papers related to the driving and restraining forces towards pursuing a PSS strategy. We identified that a large number of related terms were used to describe these forces, examples included the terms motivations, enablers, challenges, obstacles and drivers. Thus, each of these terms was individually added to the keyword search criteria to identify associated literature.

From this search strategy, more than 180 papers were identified. These papers were reviewed and discussed by the research team and from this, a total of 97 papers were selected for inclusion based on their relevance to the research question. From these 97 papers, we also searched for conceptual frameworks that could be applied in our research.

As indicated in Table 1, the literature review included papers from a range of journals and conference proceedings. A full list of the papers analysed can be provided on request.
Table 1: Source of papers used in systematic literature review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source (Journal, conference paper, book, report)</th>
<th>No. of Papers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business Process Management Journal</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Strategy and the Environment</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIRP Journal of Manufacturing Science and Technology</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computers &amp; Industrial Engineering</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Journal of Advanced Manufacturing Technology</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Journal of Business Administration</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Journal of Innovation Management</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Journal of Operations &amp; Production Management</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Journal of Production Research</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Cleaner Production</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Engineering Design</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Engineering and Manufacturing</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Manufacturing Technology Management</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product: Management &amp; Development</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply Chain Management</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Journal of Sustainable Product Design</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Service Industries Journal</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conference paper (various conferences)</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Books / reports / thesis / working papers</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Papers analyzed</strong></td>
<td><strong>97</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The papers were read and catalogued, based on whether they were focused on productisation, servitisation, or both. Then, text analysis on the keywords provided by the authors of the papers was carried out as a way to verify our analysis and conclusions. The text analysis was carried out using an on-line text analysis tool [https://www.online-utility.org/text/analyzer.jsp](https://www.online-utility.org/text/analyzer.jsp).

2.2 The Conceptual Framework

The literature review was also used to identify conceptual frameworks that could be employed as a lens to structure this research. We opted to use the conceptual framework created by Oliva and Kallenberg (2003). Although used by the authors to investigate the transition of a production company to a PSS, the framework was found to be a useful means to understand the journey that an organisation of any type could take towards
developing a PSS. We elected to make use of this conceptual framework and adapt it for our purposes rather than create something new, as we felt that using an existing conceptual framework would facilitate later research to compare the respective journeys taken by production and service companies.

The adjustments to the framework were made based on the knowledge acquired from the literature review and from the research with the CasComp. However, we have elected to introduce the framework and the changes made to it here, as the framework is key to understanding the remaining parts of the paper.

![Conceptual framework](image)

**Figure 3:** Conceptual framework to understand the journey of a service company to a PSS. Adapted from Oliva and Kallenberg (2003)

We make four major adjustments to the original framework by Oliva and Kallenberg (2003). First, as we are focused on the PSS productisation journey, we
changed the focus of the framework to reflect the transition from adding intangible services to adding tangible goods. Second, we added an additional step into the framework, which we labelled as “decision to aim to change position”. This allowed us to create a clear line to distinguish the period before the company decided to pursue a PSS and the period after the decision was made. We did this, as we found it was useful to make a distinction between the factors considered when deciding to pursue a PSS and the factors encountered after the decision is made. The former factors paint a clearer picture as to “why” a company may want to pursue a PSS strategy, and the latter factors relate to “how” the decision is implemented. This is in line with the ideas of Cook et al. (2012) and Gebauer et al. (2005) who make a distinction between the disposition or willingness to pursue a PSS and the ability and capability to do it.

Making the distinction between the decision making and the execution phase also facilitated the application of field theory (Lewin, 1951). This use of field theory opened up the possibility of being able to quantify the driving and restraining forces and begin to make sense of their relative strengths.

The third change we made to the framework is the addition of the terms driving forces (DF) and restraining forces (RF). As previously noted, we identified that a number of labels are used to explain these different factors, including terms such as motivations, triggers, opportunities, obstacles, challenges and critical success factors (Baines et al. 2009; Battaglia et al. 2016; Belvedere et al. 2013; Cherubini et al. 2015; Isaksson et al. 2009; Oliva and Kallenberg, 2003; Pereira et al. 2013). In our framework, we deliberately apply the different terms to make a clear distinction between, on one hand, the forces influencing the strategic decision to pursue a PSS and, on the other, the factors influencing the implementation once the decision has been made. For clarity, we use the following definitions in our framework.
• Driving Force (DF): Any force which positively leads the company to decide to pursue a PSS.

• Restraining Force (RF): Any force which dissuades the company from deciding to pursue a PSS.

The last change we made to the framework is the addition of a feedback loop between the decision and target setting stage. We do so to demonstrate that the strength of the driving forces relative to the restraining forces will influence how far the company aims for in terms of their target position. In addition, the feedback loop demonstrates that the factors encountered during the execution phase may result in the company going back and making different strategic decisions, either expanding the use of PSS or equally, deciding to reverse the decision to pursue a PSS.

We elected to focus only on the driving and restraining forces in our case study and deliberately excluded collecting data on the factors encountered during the implementation phase. This is to provide a clearer focus for our research.

We used this adapted conceptual framework as a research lens to explore, by means of a case study research method, the actual driving and restraining forces for a service company pursuing a PSS productisation strategy.

2.3 Case Selection and Data Collection Design

The CasComp was selected as when this research was initiated, the company was in the process of considering a PSS productisation strategy. Thus, the possibility arose to observe and identify the practical driving and restraining forces considered by a service company assessing this strategy. An exploratory, qualitative, case study was used in line with the arguments put forward by Yin (2009), who suggests the use of this approach when attempting to address questions exploring what is occurring and why. In our case,
the focus was on understanding why a service company would consider a PSS productisation strategy and what were the relevant driving and restraining forces influencing that decision.

Our research with the case company began in January 2012 and ended in December 2016. Participant observation was the predominant data collection method throughout the research. The data collection techniques proposed by DeWalt and DeWalt (2011) allowed us to gather first hand data from the managers as they discussed the productisation topic in their natural, working environment (Gamst, 1980). However, relying on only one data collection method opened up the possibility for research bias. Consequently, to allow triangulation of the data (Denzin, 1978), secondary data, both internal and publically available, was also analysed and a small number of interviews were carried out with the senior management team to ensure the data collected in the participant observation sessions had been correctly interpreted.

For the participant observation data collection, members of the research team participated in four annual strategic review sessions at the company, which were attended by the Chief Executive Officer, Chief Financial Officer, Chief Legal Officer and other senior members of the management team. One researcher also attended quarterly strategic review meetings (16 in total) which included many of the CasComp senior management team. In addition to the formal quarterly reviews, 15 informal interviews and 10 smaller workshops (2 of which included CasComp customers) were carried out with senior managers in CasComp to delve into more detail on specific ideas. At all of these events, detailed notes were taken and summarised back to the CasComp for verification. Secondary data collection was also carried out to look for inconsistencies with data collected from the managers. Secondary data collection included a review of the company’s published annual reports, the company’s internal
and external website, and internally available meeting minutes and CasComp created presentations.

To check the validity of the research method, which relied heavily on qualitative data collection, the criteria proposed by Zachariadis et al. (2013) was applied to verify that the research methodology met the criteria for design validity, analytical validity and inferential validity. The research limitations identified are provided in a later section of this paper.

With the CasComp data collected, the final step in our methodology involved populating the conceptual framework with the findings generated from CasComp. To do this, a framework from the Mindtools toolbox (Mindtools, accessed 15 June 2017) and an approach proposed by Ramalingam (2006) were used. Using this involved the research team and the CasComp management jointly listing all of the forces in support of the change (the driving forces) in one column, and listing all the forces against the change (the restraining forces) in another. The research team then worked with the CasComp to quantify the strength of each force from one to four, applying positive numbers to the driving forces and negative numbers to the restraining force. The choice of the numbers 1 to 4 was selected by the research team after consultation with the CasComp on the most appropriate representation of the strength of the forces. For example, a driving force that was discussed by the CasComp, but not in great depth, was given a weighting of 1. Conversely, a driving force discussed in great depth and which had a major influence on the decision was given a weighting of 4. The same principle was applied to restraining factors but using a negative scale of -1 to -4. This method allowed us to quantify the strength of each driving and restraining force, and by using positive and negative numbers respectively, to calculate an overall net effect of the two opposing forces.
This overall methodology allowed us to address the research question specified in the introductory section of this paper and draw conclusions from our research.

3. Findings from literature review

3.1 Productisation and PSS

As per the literature review procedure laid out in section 2.1, the initial focus was to bring together current research on PSS and productisation. Literature reviews on PSS by Baines et al. (2007) and Beuren et al. (2013) and Mahut et al. (2017) provide a good general overview of the many research streams considered in the field of PSS. Of the three, Beuren et al. (2013) and Mahut et al. (2017) identify productisation as a stream of literature within PSS, but neither discuss productisation in detail nor provide a clear definition of what is meant by the term productisation. This lack of definition is important. As pointed out by Harkonen et al. (2015), the term productisation is not fully established or defined in the scientific literature even though it is regularly used by practitioners and industrial managers. Although Harkonen et al. (2015) provide more than 30 different explanations of the term productisation, many are related to standardising service offerings, or bundling software and hence not appropriate in the PSS context. Using the widely recognised definitions of PSS provided by Goedkoop et al. (1999), productisation in the context of PSS relates to adding a tangible product to an existing intangible service offering.

When considering productisation in this sense and within the context of PSS, the literature review identified very little existing research. In fact, of the 97 papers reviewed, only one conference paper was identified that had a predominant focus on achieving a PSS through productisation: Leoni (2015). Leoni (2015) encapsulates the current stage of productisation research:
“The productisation concept is still not well established within academic discussion, so much so that it is not possible to identify a specific research community dealing with this topic. More productisation-specific studies are needed and significant work remains to be undertaken.” (Leoni, 2015, p. 13)

This lack of specific research on productisation in PSS contrasts with the large number of PSS papers specifically focused on servitisation, of which 51 were found (53% of papers). The remaining 45 papers (46%) did not specify a focus on either on productisation or servitisation.

The lack of focus on productisation was also confirmed using our keyword analysis, where the keyword “servitisation” was found to be the sixth most common keyword used, whereas the keyword “productisation” did not appear at all. The results of the keyword analysis are provided in Table 2.
Table 2: Results of keywords analysis on selected PSS papers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order</th>
<th>Key word</th>
<th>Occurrences</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Service (s)</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>10.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Product (s)</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>7.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>System (s)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>7.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>PSS</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Model</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Servitization</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Innovation</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Management</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Business</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>811</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unique words</td>
<td>290</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We conclude from this analysis that there is a significant gap in existing literature on the exploration of the phenomenon of PSS productisation. To begin to explore the topic, we propose that the logical place to start is to understand if and why a service company would consider a strategy of PSS productisation. To answer this, we move onto the second part of our literature review. In this, we looked more broadly at the identified driving and restraining forces for any company (either a service or a production company) to pursue a PSS.

3.2 Driving and restraining forces towards a PSS

A number of authors provide comprehensive lists of the driving and restraining forces considered when a company considers pursuing a PSS (Kuo et al., 2010; Lockett et al., 2011; Matschewsky et al., 2017; Oliva and Kallenberg, 2003; Pessôa and Becker,
However, most focus on either the driving or restraining forces, and do not consider both in parallel (for an exception see Mont, 2002a). In the following sections, we bring together existing literature on the driving and restraining forces of pursuing a PSS, and also consider if the research identified these forces from a production or service provider perspective, or both. We created a list of the different forces already identified in the literature and the perspective from which they were identified, and provide an extract of this list in Table 3. The full list contained over seventy items and thus is not provided in its entirety in this paper; the full list can be provided on request.
### Table 3: Driving and restraining forces identified in literature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Driving forces for adopting a PSS</th>
<th>Force identified specifically for</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P/C</td>
<td>S/C</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunity to customise offers and delivery of the offer to customers</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New revenue opportunities (e.g. financing, refurbishing or upgrading)</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improves relations with consumers due to increased customer contact and flow of information about consumers preferences</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services offer a more sustainable competitive advantage, as they are less visible and more labor dependent and therefore more difficult to imitate</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improves reliability and maintenance operations</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Restraining forces towards adopting a PSS**

| Complexity to develop due to required involvement of multiple stakeholders | × | Mont (2002) |
| Infrastructure needs to be found or developed to support PSS | × | Mont (2002) |
| Lack of support from relevant laws and regulations | × | Kuo et al. (2010) |
| Strong and consistent product centered mind-set of the organization | × | Matschewsky et al. (2017) |
| Underlying performance measures of PSS are not obvious and difficult to quantify. | × | Phumbua and Tjahjono, (2012) |

*P/C: Production Companies; S/C: Service Companies; N/S: not specified

To expand on the extracts provided in the table, the next sections provide additional details of the main driving and restraining forces identified in the literature.
3.3 Driving forces

The initial PSS concept, developed by Goedkoop et al. (1999) was applied to both production and service companies; it was proposed that the adoption of PSS solutions was driven by commercial and environmental objectives, with PSS helping to improve both. Mont (2000), focusing only on production companies, proposed that commercial objectives (pursued as eco-objectives mainly to reduce costs) were more relevant driving forces for companies to improve the environment and generate profits in parallel. This idealistic win-win principle (Cook et al. 2006) however may not always be achievable (Tukker and Tischner, 2006) and this leads to the question of whether a company would be driven to pursue a PSS for solely environmental reasons or solely commercial reasons, or whether a company would only pursue a PSS strategy if it helped to achieve both. Despite the early focus on the environmental motivations of PSS (Goedkoop et al. 1999; Maxwell et al. 2006) and its continued link to environmental concerns (Rondini et al. 2017), the literature review suggests that commercial motivations are now the predominant reason for firms to pursue a PSS (Aurich et al, 2009; Resta et al. 2015)

Our research found that many authors explore in detail the forces driving companies towards pursuing a PSS. Overall, we identified a total of 35 driving forces for a company to pursue a PSS, but with nearly all considering PSS from a production company perspective. For example, Shen et al. (2017) propose that manufacturers are attracted to PSS as it offers a means to lock customers into long-term relationships, increase the useful life of products and to generate higher revenues. Oliva and Kallenberg (2003) identify a number of driving forces that may lead a production company to decide to pursue a PSS strategy. These include electing to pursue a PSS to reduce customer complaints, to improve efficiency, quality or delivery time, to increase
revenue or profit margins or to respond to a management change or new customer request. These authors focus mainly on the commercial motivations with limited mention of environmental motivations.

Similarly, Lockett et al. (2011) do not consider any environmental motivations for pursuing a PSS, and suggest that the drivers for developing a PSS can be grouped into three types: i) revenue enhancing motivations, ii) value enhancing motivations, or iii) motivations related to developing a sustainable competitive advantage (for example, locking in a customer, or developing capabilities that are difficult for competitors to replicate). The authors also point out external factors such as the availability of new technologies or access to new information as forces that may encourage a company to pursue a PSS.

Pereira et al. (2013) provided the most comprehensive overview of the motivations of pursuing a PSS, identifying 33 different forces that could motivate a firm to pursue a PSS, but all are considered from a production company perspective.

Of all the papers, only Mont (2002a) was found to consider the driving forces of PSS from the perspective of a service company, and only 4 possible driving forces are noted, namely PSS:

- Offers an opportunity to extend and diversify;
- Protects market share by bringing in a tangible component that is not so easy to copy;
- Facilitates communication (as it is easier to convey information about a tangible product than a service);
- Ensures a certain level of quality that is easier to maintain (product quality).
Beyond the work of Mont (2002a), considering the driving forces from a service perspective is largely overlooked.

### 3.4 Restraining forces

Our review identified 37 restraining forces to pursuing a PSS, but found no examples of research investigating the specific restraining forces from the perspective of a service provider. From the 37 identified restraining forces, we identified two interesting groups. Firstly, there are those forces that are not specific to either production or service companies and can logically be assumed to be relevant for both. Secondly, and for this paper most interestingly, there are those factors that may be a restraining force for a production company, but not for a service company. These could be potential sources of competitive advantage for service companies over production companies when developing a PSS.

In the first group, research by Matschewsky et al. (2017) provides a comprehensive list of 34 restraining forces (the authors use the term challenges), many of which could apply to both production and service companies, but the authors go on to focus on specific challenges for production companies.

More specifically, Mont (2002b) points out restraining forces such as conflicts of interest between different actors and the customers’ lack of knowledge about cost structures. Long et al. (2013) focus on the difficulty of understanding customer requirements and Song et al. (2013) highlight the difficulty of prioritising the requirements. Leseure et al. (2010), Lockett et al. (2011), Nudurupati et al. (2013) and White et al. (1999b) indicate that relationships and alignment of incentives are a major barrier, both in terms of alignment across organisations, but also within organisations, particularly in terms of accounting methods and bonus measurement. Oliva and
Kallenberg (2003) highlight the major managerial challenges such as implementing new organizational principles, structures, processes, capabilities, metrics and incentives. Barquet et al. (2013) identify availability of financing as a major restraining force for PSS and Lockett et al. (2011) stress the fear of intellectual property rights leakage. Although all of these restraining forces were identified from research into production companies, all could be equally applicable to service companies, thus could be considered more as general organisational forces, rather than being specific to production companies.

In the second group (factors that are a restraining force for production companies but not necessarily for service companies), Oliva and Kallenberg (2003) note the complexity of changing from transactional to relationship based service provision. This is an obstacle for production companies, but often a source of advantage for service companies.

It is also worthy of note that, with the exception of Kuo et al. (2010) who do look to apply a quantitative binary analysis to the barriers of PSS, most research to date is limited to qualitative lists. Limited research was identified that looked to apply quantified metrics to measure the strength of the driving and restraining forces.

3.5 Conclusions from literature review

The first part of the literature review conclusively demonstrates the lack of research on PSS productisation strategies to date. Rather than a gap, the second part of our literature identified that there is an abundance of research on the driving forces and restraining forces for companies to elect to pursue a PSS. However, the findings from the literature review do suggest that the factors are predominantly considered from the perspective of a production company, and the perspective of the service company is
largely overlooked. Moreover, the literature review identified such a large number of factors as either driving or restraining, that this re-enforces our view that these many factors should be brought into a clearer conceptual framework so that they can be further defined and explored. We also conclude that most research to date has provided qualitative lists of the driving and restraining forces and that there is a lack of understanding into the relative strength of the different forces. We aim to address these gaps with the findings from our case study which is detailed in the following section.

4. Case study findings

This section is divided into four sub-sections. The first provides a brief introduction to the CasComp. The second and third sub-section provide the main findings from the exploratory research with the CasComp, with the second sub-section focusing on the driving forces and the third on the restraining forces considered by the company when assessing the possibility of pursuing a PSS. Finally, section four brings the findings together into the conceptual framework introduced in earlier sections of this paper.

4.1 Introduction to the CasComp

CasComp has a long history of providing air freight and ocean freight brokerage services and in 2011 added logistics services to its portfolio. As such, at the start of this research, the company was a pure service provider and had no production capabilities. The company is a global organisation, with over 15,000 employees in more than 200 countries.

Between 2012 and 2016, CasComp pursued a strategy of productisation, adding four new manufacturing operations to their global portfolio. The findings presented here are based on this 4 year period and the company’s move towards a PSS productisation
strategy in this period.

Before providing the details of the identified forces we provide an introductory note to the CasComp’s wider approach to strategy formation. The approach the CasComp uses can best be described as emergent (Mintzberg and Waters, 1985) and opportunistic (Isenberg, 1987) whereby multiple decisions are made over a long period of time and are often adjusted as new ideas or opportunities arise. The following subsections then do not just list the driving and restraining forces considered, but also the methods and journey the CasComp took to identify them.

4.2 Driving forces for considering a strategy of productisation

In 2012, CasComp carried out a wide strategic review to identify the risks and opportunities for the company going forward. The initial driving force for considering a PSS was to explore new options outside of the company’s core industry, due to the expected long-term commoditisation of their existing service offering. This commoditisation restricted the company’s ability to grow margins in the short term. In the long term, the company expected that new technologies were likely to bring further automation and standardisation to their core industry, and hence it was expected that margins in their core service industry would continue to decline. Initially then, the driving force to consider a PSS was to identify higher margin business opportunities outside of the company’s existing core business.

The company initially focused their research on the electronics and technology market, as CasComp had a background of providing logistics services in that market. The company started with a high level, macro, overview of an electronics supply chain, provided in Figure 4.
From the above, the CasComp identified three key stakeholders in the typical electronics supply chain:

- The OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer) companies. This includes companies such as Dell, HP, and Sony.
- The EMS/ODM (Electronics Manufacturing Service / Original Design Manufacturer) companies. This includes companies such as Flextronics, Celestica, and Jabil.
- The 3PL (3rd Party Logistics Providers) companies. This includes companies such as DHL, Panalpina, K&N and CasComp itself.

Referring back to Tukker’s PSS model and the above supply chain diagram, EMS/ODM companies provide the production element of the PSS, the 3PL companies provide the service element (in this case delivering the product), and the OEM
companies provide co-ordination across both elements, and come closest to providing a PSS.

The CasComp further analysed the reported financial results of the different stakeholders in the supply chain, and used www.investing.com to compare the CasComp’s twelve month operating margin with the reported operating margin of three EMS/ODM companies (Flextronics, Jabil and Celestica) and two OEM companies (HP and Sony). The CasComp found that the margins achieved by the OEM and the EMS/ODM companies were considerably higher than those achieved by CasComp. This analysis was used by the CasComp to demonstrate the potential for generating higher margins by playing a different role in the supply chain.

As well as the driving force to proactively pursue a productisation strategy, the CasComp also recognised the risk that EMS/ODM companies could pursue a servitisation strategy and add logistics services to complement their own production offering. Thus, the driving force to pursue a PSS was not just to increase margins, but also to pre-empt a possible entry of a production company into the CasComp’s service sector.

To compare the potential for the CasComp to add production to their offering with the potential of a typical EMS/ODM company to add logistics services to theirs, the CasComp compared the capabilities required to offer a PSS, and carried out a gap analysis from the perspective of the CasComp and a typical EMS/ODM company. The capabilities compared were reviewed and selected by the CasComp senior management team and based on the CasComp’s perceived competitive strengths as a 3PL and the management team’s perception of the competitive advantages of a typical EMS/ODM company. The CasComp analysis is summarised in Figure 5.
CasComp concluded from the above that although there were more gaps for the 3PL’s to add production capabilities (6 gaps for the 3PL’s, compared to 5 gaps for the EMS/ODM providers), the gaps that needed to be filled by the 3PL could be closed faster than the gaps needed to be closed by the EMS/ODM. In particular, CasComp concluded that it would take a considerable time for the EMS/ODM companies to create a global logistics footprint due to the complexity of setting up new organisations, tax structures and operating licences around the world.

Thus, contrary to the findings in the literature review, which makes an assumption that a production company is best positioned to add services to develop a PSS, CasComp argued that in their view, the service company (in this case CasComp) was better positioned to offer the PSS than production companies due to two principle reasons. First, PSS requires a close relationship with the customer (Baines et al. 2009)
and most service companies work physically closer to the customer than production companies (Holmström and Partanen, 2014). Second, service companies are more adept and experienced at creating functional delivery type contracts linked to service levels and extended time periods (Reim et al. 2015), compared to manufacturing companies that are more used to transactional type contracts.

A further driving force for the CasComp to consider a PSS was related to innovation and power in the supply chain. The CasComp discussed how the electronics industry had developed over the last 50 years. From this, they concluded that the electronics industry had been traditionally driven by the OEM’s, quickly followed by the EMS/ODM companies, and that 3PL’s were generally laggards in the industry, who re-actively responded to the strategic changes of the OEM and EMS/ODM companies. In other words, the industry was led by those companies involved in the design and manufacture of products, and those companies providing logistics services were locked into a cycle of responding to the changes initiated by the production companies. From this, the CasComp concluded that to play a more leading, innovator role in the development of supply chains in the industry, they would need to add production to their service offering.

The CasComp also considered external factors as driving forces pushing them towards pursuing a PSS. CasComp carried out market research (independent from our research) and identified what CasComp referred to as “the expectancy of immediacy”. In other words, customers were no longer willing to wait, and that customer delivery lead-time was an order qualifier. In the electronics industry, the CasComp found this demand for short lead times to be particularly acute: customers increasingly expect and demand access to the latest products and technologies on offer. The speed at which consumers simultaneously have access to information about new product introductions
(through social media platforms such as Twitter and Facebook) means that production companies lose a significant competitive advantage and lose orders if they are unable to get their products to customers at the same speed as their competitors.

The CasComp argued that many production companies had followed a strategy of off-shoring over the last 20 years and moved their production to large centralised mega-factories in Asia. Thus, they had moved their production further away from customer demand which in turn resulted in longer lead times. The CasComp argued that this placed manufacturing companies at a disadvantage when lead-time speed is an order qualifier. CasComp’s analysis found that the demand for short lead times was driving manufacturing companies to consider locating their manufacturing closer to customer demand through a strategy of near-shoring or distributed manufacturing. Although manufacturing companies recognised the pressure to reduce lead times, moving their production from one central location in Asia to set up multiple factories around the world (distributed manufacturing) was considered a major challenge, as it required setting up new facilities and management teams around the world. In contrast, CasComp identified that they had an advantage to respond to this demand for shorter lead times, in that as a logistics service company, they had a management team and footprint already located closer to customer demand. Thus, by changing some of their facilities from logistics facility to production facilities, they were well positioned to make the most of this customer demand. Therefore, a driving factor for the CasComp was to take advantage of the customer demand for shorter lead times by providing a combination of distributed manufacturing and logistics services.

Another external factor identified by CasComp, which the company felt encouraged them to enter into manufacturing, was the identification of two macro-economic shifts that were disrupting the manufacturing landscape and opening up the
possibility of new manufacturing opportunities. The first was a trend of increasing labour costs in Asia, reflected in the research by Simchi-Levi (2015), who estimated that labour costs in China had increased annually by almost 20% compared to 3% in the United States and 5% in Mexico. The second macro-economic trend identified was related to energy prices. CasComp identified that increasing energy price volatility and the emergence of new techniques such as fracking had the potential to reduce energy prices in certain countries, and was starting to impact decision making on manufacturing locations. CasComp argued that major fluctuations in oil prices over the last decade (Nasdaq, 2015), caused cost uncertainty for manufacturing and supply chain decision makers, particularly those who currently relied on shipping products across the world.

Combined, the company reasoned that the two economic drivers together with the customer demand for shorter lead times were making companies who had centralised their manufacturing in Asia to consider distributing it to move it closer to customer demand. This further re-enforced the company’s view that a logistics service provider, with its already existing global network of facilities was better positioned to take advantage of the distributed manufacturing trend and add a production offering, compared to a production companies that had a centralised manufacturing footprint to add a logistics service offering.

A further driving force for adding production capabilities to CasComp service offering was the growing availability and access to 3D printing (3DP) technology. The CasComp argued that 3DP technology reduced the barriers for the CasComp to enter into production services. Many manufacturing companies have built strong barriers to entry, either by building up large volumes (and achieving cost leadership through economies of scale and location in low cost geographies) or by developing technical
competencies in a particular production process. These cost leadership barriers are being broken down by the aforementioned macro-economic changes, and CasComp identified that new 3DP technologies could break down the barriers of technical competencies in existing manufacturing processes. CasComp identified 3DP as a technology that would allow them to accelerate their strategy of productisation. Developing traditional manufacturing capabilities has a high barrier to entry (due to high capital costs and skill set requirements), but the range of 3D Printers coming onto the market, reduced the barriers to entry, due to their relative low cost and due to the fact that, as they are new, incumbent manufacturers had not developed any uniquely superior capabilities.

Although the company made the decision to pursue a strategy of productisation based on commercial motivations, it did also consider the potential environmental benefits. In the supply chain set up illustrated in Figure 4, component manufacturing and assembly was often carried out in a central location in Asia, and finished goods storage was often carried out close to consumer demand. As electronics products have a very short product life cycle, a large proportion of goods are air-freighted between finished goods assembly and finished goods storage. Additionally, when a repair is required, products are often air freighted back to Asia in the return loop. These long transportation legs increase the risks of product obsolescence and often result in high levels of environmentally damaging air transportation. In the new proposed solution, CasComp would locate some of the manufacturing activities in their distribution centres, moving the manufacturing closer to customer demand. The result was that certain raw materials could be sourced locally, reducing the environmental impact of transportation. Furthermore, CasComp recognised that if it provided manufacturing close to consumer demand, it would be well placed to provide repair services for any
returned parts. Thus, the return and repair loop would be shorter, potentially further reducing environmental impacts.

4.3 Restraining forces for considering a strategy of productisation

Although the company found a strong argument to pursue a strategy of productisation, a number of restraining forces were identified and discussed by the management team. The initial concern raised by the company when considering the productisation strategy was if and how this fit with the company’s core offering of freight services. Linked to this was the concern of whether the organisation had the required skills to be able to offer production services at all, and then, once offered, whether they had the capacity and scale to offer the services globally. As one CasComp manager explained ‘the difference between running a manufacturing facility and a logistics service operation is huge, it requires a completely different management approach and skill-set’. The company recognised that to offer a new production service, a new skill set and way of working would be required. In particular, the skills of running a manufacturing operation as well as product design capabilities were regarded as key skills that the CasComp would need to develop.

Another major concern was related to the new risks that the company would be taking on by offering production services, particularly product liability risk and risk of design copyright infringement. When considering the potential revenues from offering productisation services and the new risks that the offering would incur, the company were concerned that the risks could outweigh the potential revenue gains. Specifically considering 3DP services, the CasComp found that due to the infancy of the technology and the 3DP industry, the legal and contractual frameworks were still being developed. Consequently, uncertainty about these legal issues was a major restraining force.
Overall, due to the CasComp’s inexperience at mitigating and managing these new risks, both from a legal and commercial perspective, this was a major restraining force for the CasComp.

Another restraining force related to concern about the CasComp’s experience and knowledge of purchasing and maintaining machinery and equipment. There was a particular concern about the level of investment required to offer manufacturing services, and whether the company would have the scale to maximise the use of machines and equipment through a start-up and growth phase. The fast changing nature of manufacturing technologies, particularly 3D printing, was seen as a high risk, in that investment in the wrong type of equipment could result in high capital expenditure and limited revenue return.

One major consideration to CasComp offering production services was their customer’s perception of CasComp’s ability to successfully manage a production environment. As one customer noted, ‘we don’t see how a logistics company would have the necessary skills and quality culture to run a production operation after such a short time, when most manufacturing companies have taken decades to build and perfect quality standards’. Of all of the restraining forces identified, this was perhaps the largest one for CasComp to overcome, as it required not just changing the mind-set of their internal team, but changing the mind-set of their customers too.

The forces provided here are not exhaustive and other factors such as a possible competitive response from the EMS/ODM companies and possible reputational damage if the strategy failed, were also considered by the CasComp, but were not highlighted as major restraining forces.
4.4 Bringing the driving and restraining forces into the conceptual framework

As the data collection focused only on identifying the driving and restraining forces, only the findings related to this section of the conceptual framework are provided here. The findings are presented in Table 4. However, the forces should be considered in light of the wider conceptual framework provided in the methodology section of this paper.
Table 4: Application of Conceptual Framework to CasComp Findings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Driving Forces (DF)</th>
<th>New factor?</th>
<th>Strength of force</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Limited potential to increase margins in their own, pure service industry</td>
<td>x x x x</td>
<td>+4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential higher margin activities with combined service and production capabilities</td>
<td>x x x</td>
<td>+4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunity to take a more leading, innovator role in supply chain development with the addition of production capabilities</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>x x x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographically well placed (close to the customer) to be able to offer combined logistics and manufacturing services</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>x x x x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experienced at developing functional delivery type contracts</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>x x x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer demands for shorter lead times, which the 3PL was well placed to influence and improve</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>x x x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changing macro-economic factors that opened up the possibility to new manufacturing strategies</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>x x x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased access to new technologies such as 3DP which reduce barriers to production</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>x x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunity to bring environmental improvements to the supply chain</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL DRIVING FORCES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<<- Restraining Forces (RF)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Restraining Forces (RF)</th>
<th>-1</th>
<th>-2</th>
<th>-3</th>
<th>-4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategy did not fit with companies core service offering</td>
<td>x x</td>
<td></td>
<td>-2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company did not have the skills or capabilities to offer production services</td>
<td>x x x x</td>
<td></td>
<td>-4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The new strategy increased overall company risk, especially product liability risk</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>x x x x</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of scalable capabilities</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required investments in assets and machinery and lack of experience of procuring and maintaining equipment</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>x x x x</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential competitive response from existing manufacturing suppliers</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company culture and skill set</td>
<td>x x x</td>
<td></td>
<td>-3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overcoming customer perception</td>
<td>x x x x</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of design capabilities</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>x x</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL RESTRAINING FORCES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The findings reveal several new driving and restraining forces, marked as “New” that have not been previously identified in the literature. The findings also reveal that some forces already identified in the literature as relevant for production companies are also applicable to service companies, for example the motivation to pursue a PSS to increase margins. This finding indicates there may be a level of generalisability and shared factors that apply to both production and service companies. Additionally, the framework also indicates that some factors identified in the PSS literature were not relevant for CasComp, for example CasComp did not perceive any major barriers related to the alignment of incentives with customers. We propose that this is because for service companies, this is a common challenge already in their business, and therefore not a factor specific to developing a PSS.

Furthermore, the conceptual framework provides a quantitative strength of each force. This provides new and additional insight into the relative importance of each factor for the CasComp, and also now allows a quantifiable measure of the net strength of the company’s desire to pursue a PSS (where positive driving factors are netted off against negative restraining factors). For the CasComp, which did elect to pursue the PSS productisation strategy, the positive driving factors only outweighed the restraining factors by one point (identified as the Net Force in Table 4). It is proposed that this low Net Force score contributed to the CasComp only electing to set a modest new target position and start to pursue the PSS on a small scale in a few pilot locations, rather than making ambitious targets and large scale change programmes.
5. Conclusions

We conclude that the topic of productisation and considering PSS from the perspective of a service provider represents an important gap in the PSS literature. More specifically, our research reveals that current PSS literature does not capture all of the relevant driving and restraining forces for a service company exploring the possibility of pursuing a PSS productisation strategy. Moreover, our research also reveals that there are some forces that, although derived from research into manufacturing companies, are not unique to these companies but are also applicable to service companies. This has research implications in that it reveals that there may be a level of generalisability to PSS research that has not been fully explored by researchers to date.

In addition, our research finds that applying force field analysis techniques is a useful way to quantify and measure the forces in play when considering creating a PSS. This finding is equally relevant for both service and production companies.

Our case study shows that PSS did provide a strategic opportunity for the service company. For the CasComp specifically, the strength of the driving and restraining forces were almost in equilibrium, indicating that the decision to pursue a PSS for the CasComp was not overwhelming or clear cut, but only slightly in favour of pursuing such a strategy. For the CasComp, this resulted in only a small step towards a PSS, but a step nevertheless.

The contribution of this paper is three-fold. First, our research broadens the perspective of PSS beyond that of the production company, revealing new driving and restraining forces to pursing a PSS. Second, our research introduces a refined conceptual framework that makes a clearer distinction between the forces that influence a company’s decision to pursue a PSS, and factors it may face when implementing the
strategy. Lastly, by introducing a force field analysis and net force score, we introduce the established method of force field analysis into the field of PSS.

6. Limitations
The methodology is not without limitations. In the literature review, we limited our search to only include papers that used the terms PSS and Product-Service System. We did not consider other homogeneous terms such as product-service mix or bundling. Even with this limitation, our initial literature search identified a large body of research on PSS, too large for us to read and classify all papers. By selecting only 97 papers for consideration, it is possible that some relevant papers were not considered.

For the case study methodology, we assessed our method in terms of design, analytical and inferential validity (Zachariadis et al. 2013, p. 860). With this, additional research limitations were identified. In particular in terms of design validity, the major limitation relates to transferability or generalisability of the research. Our case study was limited to one organisation and their focus of developing a PSS in one industry. It is noted that the empirical validity and utility of our conclusions need to be assessed in other companies and other industries.

Additionally, our case study method of participant observation had potential for bias (Yin 2009). For example, the participant observers may not have enough time to make notes or raise questions since they are so much focused on “participating”. The participant observer is also prone to become a supporter of the group or organization being studied. To avoid the observer bias, the participant observer worked closely with the wider researcher team to validate their interpretation (Saunders et al. 2012) of the data collected.

Lastly, the quantification of the driving and restraining forces was decided upon by the research team based on the qualitative data collected during the participatory
observation sessions. A more refined and robust method to quantify the forces would need to be sought, and in the future, we would also recommend higher involvement of the CasComp management team in the quantification of the factors.

7. Discussions and avenues for further research
Our research leads us to suggest that much more research needs to be done to understand PSS from a service provider perspective. In this paper, only one part of the conceptual framework, that of understanding the driving and restraining forces to decide to pursue a PSS is researched. The broader conceptual framework provides a number of new potential research streams. For example, the first step in the conceptual framework asks “what do you do today?” A focus on this question would allow researchers and practitioners to develop means of assessing the current capabilities of both production and service companies against the requirements of developing a successful PSS. This in turn could lead to interesting research to assess which company is best positioned to achieve the PSS, rather than the approach taken today in which there is a tacit assumption that the production company is the best positioned.

Furthermore, this paper has focused on the question of why a service company may elect to pursue a PSS; it does not address the equally important question of whether or not this is a strategically good decision. For the CasComp, it was too early to draw conclusions on whether the decision was the right one or not, and although this key question remains unanswered, the research done for this paper does provide the foundations to create a better understanding of the impact the driving and restraining forces have on both the target position that the company sets itself, and also its ability to implement it. This leads to further important questions, not yet addressed in the literature, such as whether setting an ambitious target and implementing a bold
transformation plan is more likely to be successful than taking a more cautious, step-by-step approach to developing a PSS.

In this paper, we have explored the possibility of a logistics company developing their own PSS through a productisation strategy. The research carried out for this paper also leads us to believe that the growing trend of manufacturing companies moving towards PSS business models may provide logistics providers with alternative strategies to benefit from this trend. For example, research by Zhang et al. (2016) demonstrates the potential for logistics companies to develop PSS to support existing manufacturers by using smart PSS boxes, and work by Szwejczewski et al. (2015) indicates the growing importance of repair and after sales services in PSS solutions, another area that may provide logistics providers with an opportunity for growth.

Lastly, we see significant potential to research the complete journey of both production and service companies through each of the steps in the conceptual framework. With a deeper understanding of the journey taken by different organisations, researchers and practitioners can work together to find creative solutions to identify and overcome the critical restraining forces of developing a PSS.
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